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Reformation or “Things Aren’t Always What
They Seem To Be”
BY MONTGOMERY KNIGHT, JR. 

Virginia’s recently enacted Uniform Trust Code
(“UTC”) has broadened the horizon for the ref-
ormation of instruments. The spirit of this code
and some related statutes have led our courts to
greatly liberalize the reformation process. CPA’s,
trust officers, and attorneys should all be aware
that what is in “black and white” need not neces-
sarily remain so. 

The most significant changes involve the ability
of beneficiaries of a trust to literally change the
terms of a trust instrument where the change is
unanimously agreed to in writing. Even if con-
sent is not unanimous, a court may, nevertheless,
approve the modification so long as the interest
of an uncontesting beneficiary will be adequately
protected. 

Procedurally, the trend is to allow some sort of
vicarious consent to be given by way of a
guardian ad litem or by virtual representation on
behalf of unborn or unascertainable beneficiaries.
Without some form of vicarious representation,
the consent of all beneficiaries could never be
obtained in typical trusts, such as one for X for
life, remainder to X’s descendents at her death.
The UTC has greatly liberalized such virtual rep-
resentation, and Virginia has even expanded on
this by providing, for example, that a grandpar-
ent may represent a grandchild, etc. 

How many trusts have you seen over the years
that provide for the payment of “income only,”
and the income has proven inadequate when
considering the grantor’s intent? There have been
judicial modifications of such trusts into uni-
trusts by providing, for example, a 5 percent
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annual return to replace the actual income that
may have been in the 2 to 2.5 percent range. This
approach can be particularly helpful if a charity is
the sole remainderman. If there is unanimous
consent of the beneficiaries, an “income only”
trust can be essentially converted into a “total
return” trust.

Similarly, a Virginia court reformed a beneficiary
designation form of an insurance policy in an
irrevocable life insurance trust, changing the ben-
eficiary to “the Trustees” of the irrevocable trust
rather than the decedent’s “Estate.” The court
reasoned that the change would satisfy the
grantor’s clear intent to avoid substantial federal
estate taxes. The final court order was heavily
laden with factual background. At the time of the
entry of the order, the Virginia UTC had not
been passed, but the court nevertheless referred to
the then existing draft of the UTC as persuasive
authority. The full and precise drafting of refor-
mation orders is critical in order to ultimately
convince the IRS, which is not a party to such
cases, that the reformation is truly consistent with
the testator’s intent and in compliance with the
Bosch doctrine (Commissioner of Revenue v. Bosch,
387 U.S. 456 (1967)). Bosch held that the IRS is
not necessarily bound by a judicially reformed
testamentary document emanating from a state
court case.

Consider this case: A bachelor’s $2.5 million
estate was left in trust for his horse for life, with
remainder over to the testator’s nieces and
nephews. In a reformation action, the court took
evidence on the cost of maintaining the horse and
its life expectancy. The court then reformed the
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trust by setting aside $150,000 in trust for the horse’s life and accelerated distribution of the balance
of the trust to the remaindermen. (This type of reformation would not have been permitted at com-
mon law.)

A similar situation involved Landmark Communications, the parent of The Virginian Pilot and The
Weather Channel. In 1957, a young teacher at Norfolk Academy was given a life estate in Landmark
stock valued then at $475,000. Forty years later, the value of the stock was $300 million, and the life
beneficiary was still in good health. Surviving remaindermen were anxious to receive their share, and
a petition for reformation was filed in the Norfolk Circuit Court. Norfolk Circuit Court Judge Lydia
Taylor appointed Professor John Donaldson as a special master to take evidence on what the testator’s
intent would have been regarding a “sub-trust.” Upon his report, Judge Taylor ordered the testamen-
tary trust reformed to permit the creation of a $15 million “sub-trust.” The $750,000 annual income
from the sub-trust was then distributed pro-rata to the remaindermen. The sub-trust existed for sev-
eral years until the death of the life beneficiary in 2007. (As an aside, the court did not require bond
by any party, finding that any financial risk to the life beneficiary was de minimis.) 

In at least two cases that can be considered “cousins” to a reformation action, courts have ordered the
probate of a true copy of a will when the original of the will could not be located and where all poten-
tial heirs had given written consent. 

In conclusion, CPAs, investment advisors, and trust officers — each of whom may be the first point
of contact for a beneficiary expressing displeasure with the provisions of a will or trust — should be
aware that what is clear, unambiguous and “black and white” on its face may not be set in stone. A
creative reformation action may produce favorable results for the disappointed beneficiary. 

For more information on this matter and similar issues, please contact Montgomery Knight, Jr. at
757.629.0622 or mknight@williamsmullen.com.
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For over 50 years, Williams Mullen has been privileged to represent bank trust departments and trust
companies, as well as individual executors, administrators and trustees regarding both complex and
routine issues arising in the context of fiduciary relationships. Our practice comprises attorneys in
estate planning and fiduciary law, and 10 of our attorneys are fellows in the prestigious American
College of Trust and Estate Counsel. Our partners and associates alike are frequent speakers on the
Uniform Trust Code and other aspects of fiduciary law. We regularly advise clients on best practices
to avoid litigation in connection with fiduciary responsibilities. If litigation is unavoidable, we have
decades of experience in representation of individual and corporate fiduciaries and beneficiaries
throughout the mid-Atlantic and Southeast.
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